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what is stranger than a shadow? The Shadow Club Shadows are messengers from the realm of
darkness, photographs that we won't shake off, black spots that experience our sleep in the
course of the ages. And but shadows were the main to unlocking a few of our hardest clinical
problems: the cause of eclipses, the distances among planets, the form and measurement of
the earth, the constitution of the sun system, the character of time itself. during this special
research - combining history, science, and anthropology - Roberto Casati discusses the
recognized and the vague who, armed with mind's eye and creativity, struggled with the idea
that of shadow and supplied us with motives of and makes use of for our consistent companion.
between those that have been a part of this "shadow club" have been Pratosthenes and Galileo,
historic Arab astronomers and sleek mathematicians, classical Greek painters and Leonardo da
Vinci. And now, the identify Casati - who has given us the 1st booklet dedicated to the topic will be added.
nice book! the writer is a scientist and spends more often than not discussing the significance of
shadows in discoveries within the box of astronomy/cosmology. I want he had integrated extra
dialogue on art/sculpture and philosophy.
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